Partners
Ricoh invented the 'digital document' with introduction of the industry's first fax machine decades ago, and
continues its leadership position with a full line of printers, multi-purpose machines and document scanners, all
available through Virtual Doxx, LLC and our valued resellers. Virtual Labels is pleased to integrate Ricoh's
revolutionary archival 'Gel' Aficio 'ink jet' printers and Ricoh's worldclass line of laser printers, all backed by Ricohdirect warranty and field service. Virtual Doxx is pleased to integrate Ricoh's full line of document scanners that
deliver unsurpassed image quality, speed, and advanced paper handling to meet the needs of any user in a
workgroup or departmental environment for converting paper documents to digital computer images.

Incite Systems ‘s eMedForce.com offers a ONE STOP software solution for your practice needs. We eliminate the
pain of practice management by being a virtual IT partner for all their IT needs. Doctors today get bounced around
between various fragmented software and hardware providers making it harder for the practice to adopt & maintain
technology. With eMedfoce.com, doctors can have the peace of mind of not worrying about IT issues. Your IT
support is just a click away.
Imagine a solution where you don’t have to install software, server, and backup. It would include Scheduling,
Eligibility, Billing, Online Claim Status Check, Charting, eLab, eRx, eRad, eFax, eMail, Time Card, Revenue
Management, Custom website to promote your business and handle routine patient matters in a secure way. This
would come with hardware, network and Internet security support, which is available as email, chat or phone. Most
of all you can try these before you buy and it is affordable.
For reseller and partners, our software is easy to implement, we offer continuous education and technical sales
support so you can focus on the account management and leave the technology to us.
Incite provides these unmatched capabilities to VirtualDoxx dealers

Paxar Corporation is a global leader in RFID, 1-D and 2-D bar code solutions, and provides Virtual Doxx, LLC
with the expertise needed to help Virtual Doxx dealers provide robust bar code and RFID solutions associated with
records, item, inventory and asset management. Virtual Doxx's robust database architecture enables business
process applications fully leveraging the benefits of bar code and radio frequency technologies.

By their very nature, data assets require organization. The Elin Group, LLC brings over 25 years and worldwide
experience to the art of records classification, retention and regulation compliance, and can assist dealers in
supporting their customers needs for optimizing the life-cycle management of their diverse information assets. The
Elin Group, LLC is worldwide 'Records Management Consultancy' to Johnson & Johnson and has a blue chip
client list across essentially all paper-intensive vertical markets. Virtual Doxx, LLC is pleased to offer advanced
records management consulting and implementation services, including HIPPA and Sarbanes-Oxley compliance,
from a true leader in records management excellence.
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There is no bigger name in imaging and high speed document capture applications, and no scanner has a
better reputation for industry-best paper handling. Kodak is well known for its high speed document scanners that
have dominated the high-end of the imaging market since its inception, and Kodak has recently released a full-line
of low to mid-range scanners to meet the imaging needs from the single user to worldwide enterprises.

Vangard Voice Systems is the leader in structured voice data capture solutions! Virtual Doxx and its valued
resellers can architect advanced vertical market solutions by customizing business processes to use voice versus
keyboard for data entry right into a database --- not just a voice file or a free text 'blob'! There are many
applications where voice is the ideal data input methodology, and pundits now and from the birth of computing have
always predicted that the ultimate human-computer interface is voice, because that is easiest and therefore brings
maximized efficiencies to a business process solution.

PDF-solutions is Virtual Doxx's valued document imaging expert! Whether an end user needs a back-file
document-to-image conversion or a dealer needs to 'learn how to run an imaging shop', PDF-solutions is the
answer for the filing systems and records management industry! In addition to standard document conversions for
legacy files and/or for active business process support, PDF-solutions converts and creates index databases for
engineering drawings, microfilm-to-digital conversions, and other advanced media and data conversion services,
including domestic and off-shore data entry.

GLED specializes in providing turnkey IT solutions for ISVs, education, government, major end users and resellers
that have repeatable needs of IT hardware and services. A proactively managed relationship is employed which
provides our customers the confidence to trust GLED to manage various aspects of their IT needs, allowing them to
focus on other elements of their enterprise or business. GLED offers one of the most comprehensive programs for
resellers of build-to-order PC systems available in the market, and can deliver small to enterprise infrastructure
with Virtual Doxx and other Server software and utilities pre-installed to provide turn-key systems in the field. In
addition, GLED programs give you a professional appearance and access to technical expertise while streamlining
your company’s operations.

Technology and high level, high revenue sales need a Leasing Partner that understands the business and can
help close the deal during the sensitive 'signature capture' time!!! Springs Leasing has specialists that have worked
in the software and computer industries, and know how to get contracts executed and the deal closed!
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